
 

 

 
 

   

       

October 2022 
  

RESULTS FROM BQ TOURNAMENTS 

 

LIBERTY CLASSIC, WYCKOFF, NJ Sept 24, 2022  

CHAMPIONSHIP DIVISION (10 teams)   W  L  AVG 

1. Redeemer Church, Utica, NY                      8   1    253 

2. Praise Church, Garfield, NJ                         8   1    263 

3. Glad Tidings Church, Tinton Falls, NJ         7    2    189 

4. Dayspring Church, Porter, TX                     7    2    161     
  
TOP 5 QUIZZERS                                    AVG  QO 

1. Ryan Schiebel, Garfield, NJ                          134      9 

2. Glory Stevens, Utica, NY                              126      9 

3. Naomi Shtyrkalo, Porter, TX                         106      9 

4. Alliyah Calangi, Tinton Falls, NJ                   106      7 

5. Aaron Hoffman, Utica, NY                            103      8                        
  
XP5 DIVISION (3 teams)                              W  L  AVG 

1. UECF Warriors 1, Westfield, NJ                   3   1   153 

2. UECF Warriors 2, Westfield, NJ                   2  2    133 

3. Praise Church, Garfield, NJ                         1   3    146 
  
TOP 5 QUIZZERS                                      AVG  QO 

1. Andrew Vellore, Westfield, NJ                     118     2 

2. Ethan Schiebel, Garfield, NJ                       104     3 

3. Maliha Shaik, Westfield, NJ                         79     2 

4. Blessy Devi, Westfield, NJ                            46     0 

5. Mirabelle E, Garfield, NJ                               34     0 
   



 

   

   

• Master Memorization Award. All of 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus, 
and 1, 2, 3 John within 45 minutes, 5 mistakes or less and must be quoted 
consecutively, in one sitting  

 Adult quizzing at National BQ Finals 2023: *****PLEASE NOTE CHANGE*****  

• Veteran Division: 1 Timothy chapters 1-6 

• Fun Division: 1 Timothy chapters 1-4. Question writer TBA. 
• Requirements for the Discipleship Award are posted at http://www.biblequiz.com 

for the 2022-2023 BQ Season.  

• Application Questions are posted at http://www.biblequiz.com for the 2022-2023 
BQ Season.  

• Need a quiz set?  

            Steve Kirkman, www.quizequipment.com   
  

• Quote Cards are available through Biblequizshop.com 

• Need to find other BQ information? 

             http://www.biblequiz.com  

 

• Scripture Portion: Please note Crete in Titus 1:5 is not in “Italics”- It should be. It 
is listed as such in the CA, and the new Entire CA. It also italicized in vs 12.  

• Question number 5 for 20 points. Scripture-text application question. 
• What does Paul mean by the statement, Quote “Night and day we toiled 

to earn a living so that we would not be a burden to any of you”?  

• 1 Th 2:9 Other traveling ministers sometimes demanded free food and 
lodging, but Paul didn’t want to give any hindrance to his ministry. Bruce, 
35 

• The word “Quote” is missing in the Application Question.  

   

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwgIM6KOfc2Z7cUaW3Gob85HHlnT5KZ_-zcB326znK69FJw6BlC8CxwdpXaZfhTNDkz3_d-0tH5GWlUIvkteVqq4nLa-D0QR-QmJmITYxqgrVyneqEa01ekkISgOauuw1mlDAMP29NSC0x3I0USB6g==&c=HXXcr23cH4tv_8lKEZ5jiDOncYHVm6mJFBB84FIMICLSZSsHpElibA==&ch=1VnZGpTQPeR5tR2jFrVQlEbNoRnGD8OS23K0XAsrkWl3x2FsiGzt_g==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwgIM6KOfc2Z7cUaW3Gob85HHlnT5KZ_-zcB326znK69FJw6BlC8CxwdpXaZfhTNDkz3_d-0tH5GWlUIvkteVqq4nLa-D0QR-QmJmITYxqgrVyneqEa01ekkISgOauuw1mlDAMP29NSC0x3I0USB6g==&c=HXXcr23cH4tv_8lKEZ5jiDOncYHVm6mJFBB84FIMICLSZSsHpElibA==&ch=1VnZGpTQPeR5tR2jFrVQlEbNoRnGD8OS23K0XAsrkWl3x2FsiGzt_g==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwgIM6KOfc2Z7cUaW3Gob85HHlnT5KZ_-zcB326znK69FJw6BlC8C8NcRsgSXbS-TzjNq8oEHj7FQVoGI_zIob_fVFu26Es3r62VqlSX7MalUqVicDrOba411qTk2mu6u88A1YDcP9iDW4WP9ydgQA==&c=HXXcr23cH4tv_8lKEZ5jiDOncYHVm6mJFBB84FIMICLSZSsHpElibA==&ch=1VnZGpTQPeR5tR2jFrVQlEbNoRnGD8OS23K0XAsrkWl3x2FsiGzt_g==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwgIM6KOfc2Z7cUaW3Gob85HHlnT5KZ_-zcB326znK69FJw6BlC8CxwdpXaZfhTNDkz3_d-0tH5GWlUIvkteVqq4nLa-D0QR-QmJmITYxqgrVyneqEa01ekkISgOauuw1mlDAMP29NSC0x3I0USB6g==&c=HXXcr23cH4tv_8lKEZ5jiDOncYHVm6mJFBB84FIMICLSZSsHpElibA==&ch=1VnZGpTQPeR5tR2jFrVQlEbNoRnGD8OS23K0XAsrkWl3x2FsiGzt_g==


WRITERS TIPS: CHAMPIONSHIP DIVISION: 

   

General 

• Generally, questions will be easy to interrupt except Scripture-text Questions, but 
these will be interruptible before the quote in many cases. All questions will be 
predictable to finish. 

• Knowing unique words, chapter analysis by section, chapter, and book, and “if” 
conditional statements will be valuable for teams. 

• Application Questions will be used for Leagues 1 – 4 only 

• Utilizing practice sets of all levels of difficulty will give teams a great advantage as 
patterns will originate there, especially in the DRN practice sets 

• Locators will broaden towards regionals/nationals 

10-point Questions 

• The difficulty will be very similar for all levels 
• Generally, answers will come from a single verse and be no longer than 7 words 

20-point Questions 

• Leagues: These questions will typically be 8 words or more and will come from a 
single verse. It will be important to know verse references and chapter analysis. 
Questions will come from sections more so than chapters. 

• League finals: The difficulty will increase slightly from leagues. Statement and 
Essence/Quotation questions will be introduced. 

• Districts: Question difficulty will increase significantly, with questions coming 
from 2 verses on average. Chapter analysis will be used in greater capacity and 
basic concordance will be introduced. 

• Regionals: Mastery of the material will be highly advantageous. Questions will 
cover 1 – 3 verses, with the introduction of chapter analysis by book and 
concordance increasing in difficulty. 

• Nationals: Mastery of the material will be required. Questions will cover 1 – 5 
verses, along with knowing chapter analysis over all the material. Concordance 
questions will all need to be studied beforehand. 

30-point Questions 

• Leagues: These questions will come from a single verse but answers will be longer 
than 20-point questions. It will be important to know verse references and 
chapter analysis. Questions will come from chapters more so than sections. 

• League finals: The difficulty will increase slightly, with locators becoming less 
used. Knowing section analysis will give quizzers an advantage. Statement and 
Essence/Quotation questions will be introduced. 

• Districts: Question difficulty will increase significantly, with questions coming 
from 3 verses on average. Chapter analysis will be used in greater capacity and 
basic concordance will be introduced. 

• Regionals: Mastery of the material will be highly advantageous. Questions will 
cover 3 – 5 verses, with the introduction of chapter analysis by book and 
concordance increasing in difficulty. 

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001CwgIM6KOfc2Z7cUaW3Gob85HHlnT5KZ_-zcB326znK69FJw6BlC8C-lyBe8HoEj4zWLmoneo_LNWuhBu30vGx9kHdMIMTd6QbUkFWKINrFvgCfcs5Mo85BJlJtPyzdhcomskSgU7cUuIM9KrLGaoFjyeb-w4FctOaL2P7wxREGFGiDsJDPNJiOoRBDfUvWfKGWKt_apVOVI=&c=HXXcr23cH4tv_8lKEZ5jiDOncYHVm6mJFBB84FIMICLSZSsHpElibA==&ch=1VnZGpTQPeR5tR2jFrVQlEbNoRnGD8OS23K0XAsrkWl3x2FsiGzt_g==


• Nationals: Mastery of the material will be required. Questions will cover 4 – 7 
verses, along with knowing chapter analysis over all the material. Concordance 
questions will all need to be studied beforehand. 

Josh Gallo/Josh Forsman 
   

WRITERS TIPS: CONTENDER & XP5 DIVISIONS: 
   

General style: 
I like to make quizzers think about the meaning of the text. Pay close attention to the 
“whys” of Paul’s arguments. While all questions will be solely based on the text itself, 
taking the time to study and truly understand each chapter will prove beneficial for many 
questions, especially ones that require quizzers to think “backwards.” Also expect 
“standard” questions that do not require as much analytical thinking. The best tool for 
understanding what to expect will be the Contender Study Questions. Scripture Text 
Questions and blind questions should be interrupted cautiously.  
  
League Competition: 
10-point questions will remain consistent in difficulty from the league level through 
Regional Finals. Most will be in the neighborhood of seven words or fewer. It's not a hard 
and fast rule, however, so some may exceed that limit. Some reference knowledge will be 
required for all point values. Most 30-point questions will require close to an entire verse 
in length. All Quotation Questions throughout the year will come from the marked 
primary verses in the Scripture portion. Essence Questions may come from any verse.  
  
District Finals: 
Expect the difficulty of 20- and 30-point questions to increase. 30-point questions may 
span up to two verses. Understanding connections between portions of the text will 
become increasingly important, as will the ability to quote the material and recall verses 
by reference. Some single-verse concordance may be asked.  
  
Regional Finals: 
Expect Regional 20-point questions to be similar to 30-point questions at District Finals. 
30-point questions will span up to 3 consecutive verses (or longer if verse length is small) 
and may require larger chapter analysis lists, giving sections, and “of”-type concordance 
answers.  

Heather Cox 
   

QUIZZER TIPS 

   

When I memorize a certain passage, I read it 5 times through. After reading it 2 times, I 
attempt to say the verse but look at my book for help if I need to. After reading the verse 
5 or 6 times, I say it a couple of times and move on to the next 
verse. After I finish another verse, I recite the past few verses again and again until I fully 
memorize them. Once I finish memorizing a passage, I recite the passage again and read 
it over a few times so that it stays in my memory. Around the 

time of district finals, my team buys a concordance set to study for nationals, and I try to 
memorize as much of it as possible. I also make my own questions and repeatedly 
practice with the DRN quiz sets to prepare for nationals and get 



used to the question writer’s style. When I have to quote or recall information from a 
verse during a round, I visualize another well-known verse and move up or down through 
the “page” in my brain until I get to the right verse. This is how I prepare for nationals. In 
summary, keep reciting the verses on a regular basis, use a concordance set and get used 
to that material, and keep practicing with quiz sets that have a similar style to the 
question writer’s style. Above all ask 

God for His wisdom (James 1:5). 
Samuel Jebaraj, 12th grade, Bethel Church of San Jose, CA  
  

Here are some of my best tips for studying and preparing for Bible Quiz competitions. 
 

-Highlight your scripture portion  

I would recommend that before you start memorizing, you highlight the chapter analysis 
in your book. You should choose a color of highlighter to correspond with each of the six 
types of chapter analysis. Then go through the material you are learning and highlight the 
chapter analysis every time it appears. You can make other markings in your book such as 
underlining unique words and writing the number of verses in each section next to its 
section title. 
 

-Memorizing  

I do not have a super specific way I memorize, but there are definitely some things I 
would do or not do when memorizing. Do not try to memorize too much at one time, 
especially if you are just starting out. You should probably pace yourself like in a race, 
because if you try memorizing more than you can handle, you could tire yourself out. If 
you are just starting, I would recommend 1 or 2 verses a day. You will notice that after a 
chapter or two, you will catch on and memorizing will be a lot easier. If you are 
memorizing multiple verses at once, I would suggest you follow a simple 
pattern. Memorize the first verse until you know it, and then move on to the next 
verse. Once you know the second verse, go back and look at the first verse again. After 
each verse you learn, go back and look at the previous verses before you move on to the 
next verse. You should also memorize the names of the section titles and say them when 
you are quoting. 
 

-Quoting  

It is very important to quote regularly the material you know. When I quote, I like it when 
the person I’m quoting to interrupts and tells me when I make a mistake. Some people 
prefer it when the person they are quoting to marks all their mistakes and tells them 
afterwards. I would recommend quoting both ways because they both have benefits. You 
should probably quote everything you know twice a week. 
 

-References  

After you have completely memorized a chapter, you should then memorize the 
references for it. Know when one verse stops and another one starts and know the 
number of verses in each section and chapter. 
 

Good luck studying and I hope you all have a great year quizzing! 
 

Logan Webb, 10th grade, quizzing with Central AG, Houston, PA (Pittsburgh)  
   

COACHES TIPS 

   



John and I (Lori) have been involved with Bible Quiz since we were teenagers. I don’t care 
for math, so I won’t tell you how many years that has been. Maybe some of you don’t 
know that we met because of Bible Quiz! We like to tell our quizzers that BQ is a great 
place to find a good husband or wife – and we mean it! 
No doubt there are a million different ways to run a BQ ministry, but here are some 
things we’ve found helpful: 
 

●Always have a plan.  
 

I remember being young coaches and winging it. That didn’t go so great! Well before the 
season starts, make a schedule for the whole quiz year. Start with league dates plus any 
tournaments you plan to attend and of course district, regionals, and nationals. Plan out 
your memorization schedule according to those dates. Be sure to leave enough time to 
actually practice over the material before competing on it. All of this seems obvious now, 
but there was a time when it wasn’t! 
Once you have a plan, type it up on a chart or a calendar. Whatever works for you! Just 
put it in a document that can be printed, emailed, and shared because you need to give 
this out to your quizzers. Just like a teacher will give out a syllabus to their students, give 
families an overview of the season ahead of them. 
Don’t stop there. Now that you have a long-term plan, you need to plan out your 
quizzers’ study on a weekly basis. Again, type it up so you can put it in their hands EVERY 
week. We are asking teenagers to do something HARD and sometimes overwhelming. 
Help them break it down day by day. (We’ve brought a huge chocolate cake to practice 
before and asked a quizzer to eat the whole thing right then. Of course, they just look at 
us. Some of our funnier boys might try to start eating it all, but they aren’t successful 
because it is so much! We then plate it up slice by slice and hand it out as we teach them 
how we tackle BIG things a little at a time.) 
Experienced quizzers don’t usually need you to break it down too much, but newer or 
younger quizzers definitely need this. And no matter how experienced the quizzer, we 
find they all benefit greatly from a weekly study plan that also incorporates boxes to 
check off and then return for accountability. (This can be for quoting, doing reference 
cards, chapter analysis, or anything else.) Give prizes to each one or maybe have a 
drawing from all the returned study sheets each week for $5. Teach your quizzers to have 
consistent study skills from the very beginning. In our own home these study sheets go 
on the refrigerator and it’s amazing how much it keeps us on track! I like this quote from 
Dave Ramsey: 
“Work is doing it. 
Discipline is doing it every day. 
Diligence is doing it well every day.” 

 

●Always have a system.  
 

You might think this is redundant since the first point is “Always have a plan” but your 
system is how you will put your plan and goals in action. You can decide you want your 
teams to memorize all the material for the season before League 4 and to advance to 
nationals, but HOW will you ensure they do it? How will that giant chocolate cake get 
eaten? Goals and plans are important, but your system is what gets you there. 
  

“You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level of your systems.”      James 
Clear, Atomic Habits  
  

Our basic system looks like this: 
o  Give out memorization schedule broken down week by week  



o  Break the “pre-season” into 4 parts, one for each league meet  
o  Set a reward date for each of those 4 meets (same day or soon after)  
o  Create a checkoff sheet with columns for what verses are due to be quoted that week, 
the date, the leader who listens, number of mistakes made, and a place to check it off.  
o  Each weekly practice starts with quizzers grabbing their folders with the checkoff sheet 
and quoting their assignment to one of the leaders. We allow up to 1 mistake per 3 
verses. (A 21-verse chapter would be allowed 7 mistakes total. An 11-verse chapter is 
allowed 4 mistakes total since we round up.)  
o  After they’ve quoted, they can go back into the big room and hangout and eat 
breakfast with everyone else until we start our lesson and practice.  
o  Checkoff sheets are to be fully completed by the last practice before the league meet. 
All quizzers who are successful are invited to participate in the reward. Some things 
we’ve done are ice skating, bowling, escape rooms, whirlyball, scavenger hunts, hibachi 
restaurant, and a vintage arcade. (Budgets of all sizes can do something fun! Get creative! 
Groupon can be a good resource for finding deals. You might also find someone to 
sponsor one of your rewards. Businesses will sometimes give good discounts if you tell 
them what your group is too!)  
We used to feel mean to not include those who didn’t rise to the challenge, but we’ve 
learned that this model works. It’s just the right level of reward for success and 
“punishment” for failing. Quizzers rarely fail twice in a row. 
This system works the same for XP5, Contender, and Championship. Just make different 
checkoff sheets to align with each memorizing schedule. We take all quizzers to the same 
reward, and we love that no matter which age or division, we are together as a family for 
that reward time. 
  

Implement this system and you will instantly have amazing accountability for your 
quizzers as well as four fun outings built into your quiz season. It’s great! 
  

●Always develop more leaders.  
 

When you move away, change churches, or just get older and retire from coaching, your 
Bible Quiz ministry needs to continue! Make sure you are bringing other adults in and 
training them. Have a gathering before the season starts and brainstorm together. Keep 
them in the loop throughout the season. Use their strengths! Graduated students, college 
students, parents, and even grandparents can all be great coaches or helpers! 
  

●Always communicate.  
 

Life is BUSY! Communicate with parents and they will love you for it. I’m a mom of 5 and 
my calendar is full. Last minute communication is no fun! I do my best to respect our 
families by communicating timely and thoroughly. Email is great but consider GroupMe 
for smaller announcements or reminders throughout the week. (GROUPME is a free app 
and is very easy to use.) Make sure your parents and quizzers all have a calendar, a 
memorization schedule, upcoming travel plans, and any other information you have. Be 
organized and communicate! 
  

●Always set a high bar.  
 

Cast some vision and show them WHY you expect so much. First off, God’s Word is a 
weapon, and I can think of nothing better to equip our kids with. Our culture is warring 
against them, and they must be firmly grounded in Truth. 
  



Second, mastering the material is the only way to be strong competitors. Some people 
might say competition isn’t important and it’s not about winning. While winning 
obviously isn’t the most important thing (after all, only one team is going to win it all each 
year!), it IS important to strive for excellence even in competition. It’s more fun to win! 
Students who have fun will want to stick around. Being good also attracts others. Most 
people don’t want to come be a part of something that is struggling or losing all the time. 
That’s just facts. 
  

Next, break it down and show them HOW they can accomplish what you are expecting. 
Here’s where your goals, plans, and the system I already mentioned can keep your team 
on track. Bring out the gigantic chocolate cake and spur them on to consistent greatness 
in the daily things. Small routines practiced consistently yield incredible progress. 
  

●Always have fun.  
 

Your practice should NEVER be boring! Be sure to incorporate challenges, games, prizes, 
and of course some good hang out time as well. When it comes to games, I have 4 rules. 
The game must be: 
1.    Productive – don’t waste time. Know exactly what is being accomplished.  
2.    Quick paced – if it’s slow it will get boring or won’t accomplish much.  
3.    Easy to set up – “Ain’t nobody got time for that” is my motto.  
4.    Simple to understand – if it takes 10 minutes of practice to explain it, just NO.  
  

Here are 5 tried and true games or activities we use in practice: 
1.    X Factor – Each quizzer gets a column on the board with 10 X’s. Each time a quizzer 
buzzes in and answers correctly, they get to choose 2 X’s from other people’s columns to 
be erased. (You or another leader should erase so it’s quick paced!) The object is to be 
the last one with X’s left. They will often form alliances, so this gets entertaining.  
2.    Mystery Questions – Before starting a question set, go through and secretly mark 
about 5 of the 20 questions with a star. Prepare 5 envelopes with various amounts of 
money in each one. Ours will vary between $1 and $10. (You could also just have a prize 
box with stickers, candy, or whatever. The point is to have a reward.) Read the questions 
and don’t tell quizzers which questions are marked until AFTER you read one. If someone 
got it correct, they get to choose an envelope. Remember to keep it moving fast!  
3.    Quizzing for quarters – This is exactly what it sounds like. We quiz and give out 
quarters for correct answers. For more experienced quizzers, we only give quarters for 
correct interrupted questions. If the question is read all the way to the end, it is not 
awarded anything. You could do 1 quarter for 10’s, 2 quarters for 20’s, and 3 quarters for 
30’s. Or keep it simple with 1 or 2 no matter the point value. (If you’re mean you might 
make them give back a quarter for an incorrect answer!)  
4.     Hungry Hungry Quizzo – Every quizzer gets an empty cup (put a picture of the Hungry 
Hungry Hippo on it for more fun!) and leaders are stationed around the room with cups 
of poker chips plus a stack of reference cards. Quizzers can go to any leader (just not the 
same one twice in a row) and quote the verse for the reference card shown to them. If 
they’re correct, they are given a poker chip and quickly move to another leader. If they’re 
wrong, they get nothing and still move on. Set a timer and award the person who earned 
the most chips when time is up.  
5.    Chips – Start practice time by giving each quizzer an empty cup. Throughout practice 
give out poker chips for everything you do. Questions, returning study sheets, quiz outs, 
best quoting, whatever. Award those with the most chips at the end. Easy yet effective!  
What about prizes? There are many different budgets, but you can have prizes no matter 
how big or small it is. And don’t tell me quizzers don’t want prizes. They do! Here are 
some thoughts: 



o  Stickers (Redbubble.com is a fantastic resource for unique ones but Amazon and many 
other places have them as well.) Stickers can go on their quiz books, water bottles, 
phones, and more! There are some really fun possibilities. Memes, video games, favorite 
cartoon characters, Christian ones, sports, and animals to name a few.  
o  Candy box (Big or small is fine! Your budget can dictate this.)  
o  Money – quarters, dollar bills, unique things like a $2 bill or dollar coins from your bank 
are fun too. A crisp $5 bill is great for a drawing or something bigger. We will sometimes 
announce a hard study challenge with a $25 drawing at the end of the month.  
o  An outing – a trip to Marble Slab, bowling, ice skating, escape room, cookout at coach’s 
house, and on and on. Lot of possibilities at all different price points here.  
  

What about traveling and attending tournaments? This definitely falls into the FUN 

 category! This is your chance to make BIG memories with your team while gaining super 
valuable quizzing experience. You can’t replicate this in your practice time. Do everything 
in your power to travel at least once every season. (XP5 teams might be the exception 
here. It’s often best to keep this group simple!) 
  

●Always be a family.  
  

Develop relationships with your quizzers and their families too. We tell our group all the 
time that we are a FAMILY and it’s true. Be there for each other. Celebrate all the good 
stuff and help each other in hard times. Share each other’s burdens. This is Biblical and 
you can minister on a deeper level when you care about the practical things. Make your 
quiz families your people! 
  

Bible Quiz is a family ministry, and we stress this throughout the season. We can’t have 
the strong quiz family we want and need if it’s just us and the quizzers. Parents are 
important! Invite them and involve them in practices, meets, and outings. 
  

Disciple your quizzers. Speak into their lives. Be there for them every day and not just at 
practices and meets. Challenge them to be better people, not just better quizzers. LOVE 
them. Have inside jokes, share funny pictures or memes in group texts or GroupMe, and 
hang out together. Be a FAMILY.  
These are the things that work for us! Here it is one more time: 
●     Always have a plan.  
●     Always have a system.  
●     Always develop more leaders.  
●     Always communicate.  
●     Always set a high bar.  
●     Always have fun.  
●     Always be a family.  
Lori & John, Sullivan, Trinity Church, Cedar Hill, TX 

   

BIBLE QUIZ RETREATS/CAMPS UPDATES: 

   

ARKANSAS BQ TRAINING: 
I am so happy to report a great time at our TBQ training in Paris, Arkansas. I know more 
of you would have been there if you could but I just want to give a shout-out to everyone 
and say how happy I was to participate in getting the ball rolling with 25 people in 
attendance. There were several good reports from the practice quizzing over 1 
Thessalonians chapter 1 and we will start with that. We had four teams there and we 
quizzed for two rounds. Almost every quizzer got in with some correct answers and we 



had a tremendous time. We had teaching time for all the quizzers, coaches, and officials 
in attendance. Thank you to 1st Assembly of God in Paris, AK for making this a wonderful 
event and providing a free lunch for everyone, and for Denell Graves for all of her 
organization. It was wonderful.  
Brittany Collins/John Hunter, DBQC Arkansas District. 

  
GEORGIA BQ RETREAT: 
Another successful Bible Quiz Georgia training is in the books! We had 40 quizzers and 
coaches assemble for the day to go deeper into the Word. Led by Pastor Bernie Elliot, 
what he called "the best group of new quizzers in the 25+ years I have been coming to 
Georgia" spent the day with him learning the basics and how to apply those to successful 
quizzing. Lindsay Thomas and Samuel Devasahayam used their own quizzing successes to 
take quizzers at other levels and show them ways to increase their knowledge and hone 
their abilities. Pastor Lester Cowan spent the day with our coaches sharing with them 
how to make quizzing meaningful to students, and not just about points and trophies. 
Doug Black, DBQC Georgia District 
  

GREAT LAKES BQ CAMP 

Great Lakes Quiz Camp was a blast! The weekend event was held at Camp Crestwood, 
Louisville, KY. Teams from IL, IN, KY, MI, and OH were in attendance. We worked hard on 
the foundations of quiz and Heather & Lucas Cox did coaching sessions to dive deeper 
into how to support quizzers. Thank you to all who attended and we look forward to 
seeing you again next year. About 50 people attended this camp! 
Patti Smith, DBQC Kentucky 

  
OKLAHOMA KICK-OFF BQ TRAINING 

Oklahoma TBQ had a great day today! We had 8 students and 12 adults who came for 
training and fun. Three churches were represented, Tecumseh First, Konowa First, and 
Yale Assembly. These were divided into three groups that had workshops in the morning. 
The quizzers were led by David Meddaugh, the officials were led by Onix Eberle, and the 
coaches were led by Beki Johnson. The coaches were able to help the new coaches and 
also plan dates and some locations for the season. The officials covered scorekeeping and 
rules for each role of officiating. In the afternoon we did some buzzer demonstration and 
then played some games. The day ended with snow cones and community building. Three 
additional churches have expressed interest in joining Teen Bible Quiz this year but did 
not come to today's event. God is doing great things and I believe he is growing the Bible 
Quiz ministry in Oklahoma. 
Beki Johnson, DBQC Oklahoma District 
  
PALMETTO BQ TRAINING 

It’s been a long time since the words South Carolina and Teen Bible Quizzing have been 
used in the same sentence. On Saturday, September 17 at Grace Church in Aiken, SC 3 
brand new BQ teams met for the first time. We had several round-robin games and a ton 
of teaching in between the questions. As expected, a lot of nervousness from all the first-
year teen quizzers, but as time went on you all could see the progress. We have some 
great coaches, officials and parents excited for our first meet in Aiken on October 8. The 
hours went way too fast. We had 17 people in attendance. 
Jean Elliot, DBQC, South Carolina District 

   

BQ TOURNAMENTS 



 
38th Annual Gold Cup   

October 22, 2022 
Trinity Church in Cedar Hill, Texas 

Writers James and LaJoie Lex 
Gold and Silver Division  

Question over 1 and 2 Thessalonians  
Contact: Lori Sullivan safkids@gmail.com  

  
5th Annual Bluegrass Classic   

October 22, 2022 
Lexington First Assembly, Lexington, KY 

Divisions: Championship, Contender, XP-5 
Email tbq.kentucky@gmail.com for more information!  

  
29th Gobblefest Bible Quiz Tournament   

November 18-19, 2022 
Championship; Contender; XP5 
University of Valley Forge, PA 

Bernie Elliot ElliotBQ@gmail.com  
412-999-9330 

 
Mid-Winter Classic BQ Tournament 

January 13-14, 2023 
Sioux Falls, SD 

Championship, Contender, and XP5 Levels 
Contact Don Batty, debatty00@gmail.com  

608-566-6255 
  

38th Friendship Classic    
January 27, 28, 2023 

Oxford AG, Oxford, FL 
Championship only 

Bernie Elliot: ElliotBQ@gmail.com   
412-999-9330 Cell 

 
Presidents Cup 

February 4th, 2023 
Championship: 1&2 Thess., 1&2 Tim, Titus 

Contender: 1&2 Thess., 1&2 Tim. 
Contact: Jesse Czubkowski jesseczubkowski@gmail.com  

 
Windy City Classic   
March 3 & 4, 2023 

Calvary Church, Naperville, IL 
David & Jolene Powell 

wheatonpowells@yahoo.com 
630.596.3446 
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Jersey Shore Pre-Nats 
June 2-3, 2023 
Tinton Falls, NJ 

All material covered 
Contact: Jesse Czubkowski jesseczubkowski@gmail.com   

   

Facebook Group  
If you have not joined us, please do so on our Facebook page.  

Take part in great discussions and sharing of ideas about the Bible 
Quiz Ministry: https://www.facebook.com/groups/agbiblequiz  
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